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3D breathable mesh under the mattress that sits on top of the closed cell 
insulating foam, we have done this to further assist with condensation
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3D BREATHABLE MESH 

Base insulation is removable.



There is now a raised air vent in the back canvas.
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AIR VENT

Can be zipped open 
from the inside

This is to help reduce condensation. 



We have introduced single zip opening doors and this makes it that much 
more comfortable and easier to use.
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SINGLE ZIP OPENING DOORS
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ZIPPABLE BACK AWNING

The back awning can zip up and stay rolled away along with the rain cover. 
This allows for quicker opening and makes it far easier to set up the tent, 

     as no spring poles are necessary.  The awning only needs to be deployed 
when weather dictates.

 



New stainless steel eyelets for the spring poles.
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IMPROVED SPRING POLE EYELETS



The side rain cover now comes as a standard part of the tent.
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RAIN COVER STANDARD FEATURE

You can fit it to either the left- or right-hand side of your tent. The cover then 
becomes a permanent part of the tent and is easy to be rolled up and tucked 

out of the way.

The rain cover is also secured to the gas strut.
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RAIN COVER STANDARD FEATURE

The velcro to attach to the wall of the tent is on each side, so it can work on 
either the left- or right-hand side. 



Additional cargo rails have been added to the front of the tent, 
This creates more room and additional options for fitments to the roof.
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CARGO RAILS EXTENDED

 

 

 



The new telescopic spec-built ladder with stairs that are broad and angled 
making it far more comfortable to climb into the tent barefoot.
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TELESCOPIC LADDER

The ladder is also adjustable allowing for various fitment heights. 

 

 


